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antonyms find the opposites pdf
Antonyms are words that mean the opposite to each other. Task 1 Â¾ Cross out the underlined word and
replace it with the opposite word from the box below. 1. My Mum made a cake â€“ it was nice! 2. The roller
coaster was very good. 3. The film star was very beautiful. 4. Gran was pleased with her birthday present. 5.
The large lorry held up all the traffic. 6.
Opposites (antonyms) - 4 worksheets - Skills Workshop
4th Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #4 Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet Write down the word that has the
opposite meaning. 1. abandon 2. likeness 3. ignore 4. hide 5. request 6. subtracted 7. receiver 8. straight A.
discover B. response C. added D. curved E. messenger F. maintain G. difference H. look.
4th Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #4
Antonyms â€“ Opposites. Antonym is another way of saying opposite. Some words have antonyms, others do
not. For example, the opposite of good is bad. Task One Copy these lists of adjectives into your books. Join
up the opposites in each list.
Antonyms â€“ Opposites - Primary Resources
Home Â» Vocabulary list by Opposites (or Antonyms) List of Easy Antonyms with PictureList of Antonyms A
to Z List of Easy Antonyms with Picture Opposites Words List of Opposite Adjectives List of Common
Adverbs List of Antonyms A to Z Words Opposites A about exactly above below absence presence
abundance lack to accept to ...
Vocabulary list by Opposites (or Antonyms) - Online
Write the antonym for each underlined word in the sentence. 1. Eric wrote false for every question on the test.
_____ 2. Laura always disobeyed her mother. _____ 3. Kevin was very careless with his toys. _____ 4. Kelly
was acting childish in school. _____ 5. Josephâ€™s room was filthy. _____ 6. Sarah bought some very
expensive shoes. _____ 7. Paul just began his chores. _____ 8.
synonym-antonym ready for pdg - Kanwal Rekhi
Opposites. Opposites are words that have contrary meanings. Opposites are also called antonyms. Draw a
line from each word in the right column to a word in the left column with the opposite meaning. example. nice
mean sweet wild hot dirty old buy front back lead find good new empty strong tame sour lose rich ugly cold
poor night
Opposites- an antonym worksheet
Antonym Word List brother-sister buy-sell careful-careless catch-throw cease-begin certain-uncertain
cheerful-sad city-country closed-open cold-hot combine-separate ... find-lose finish-begin first-last
floor-ceiling foolish-wise forget-remember former-latter forward-backward
Antonym Word List
Synonyms and Antonyms A word opposite in meaning to another word is called an antonym. Tiny and
gigantic are antonyms, for example. Directions: Some of the following pairs of words are synonyms and some
are antonyms. Label the synonyms S and the antonyms A. _____ 1. hateâ€”love
Synonyms and Antonyms - ITtestpapers.com
Most students find antonyms easier than synonyms since opposites tend to be more concrete con-cepts than
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similarities. However, since synonym substitution is a key strategy for improving written communication, study
of synonyms is more beneficial. WORD SYNONYMS ANTONYMS LEVEL RESOURCE LIST SYNONYMS &
ANTONYMS
Synonyms & Antonyms RL - readskill.com
Synonyms for find at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for find.
Find Synonyms, Find Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Synonym and Antonym Word Search II T hink of a synonym and antonym for each of the adjectives on the
left. Write the words in the blanksâ€”one letter per blank. The first letter of each word is shown. Then find the
adjectives, synonyms, and antonyms in the Word Search. Circle the words as you find them.
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